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This report is written based on my internship activities in Balai Pelestarian Situs Manusia Purba (BPSMP) Sangiran which lasted for a month. The objectives of this report are (1) to describe the process of translating display collections and website articles; (2) to discuss the problem solving strategy of translating display collections and website articles in BPSMP Sangiran.

The main internship activity is to translate display collections and website articles. There are four steps in the process of translating display collections. Those are collecting displays, translating information, discussing the text, and revising the text. There are two steps in the process of translating Website Articles. Those steps are making effective translation and restructuring the sentences.

During the internship activity, I faced problems in choosing the right tenses used, and translating unfamiliar terms. In order to solve problems, I had to fully comprehend texts, searched the appropriate translation in references, and discussed them with reliable friends.